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Season 1, Episode 16
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Letting Someone Else Go First



Tanjiro and Inosuke battle the Demon Slayers trapped by spider webs. After slashing the threads and destroying the webs, they head deeper into the mountain. The farther they advance through the forest, the thicker the threads become, and those under their control start moving in ways impossible for a human being. Stopping the Demon Slayers without hurting them isn't going to be easy, but then Tanjiro makes a certain move...
Quest roles:
Yoshiaki Hasegawa(Kakushi (voice)), Manaka Iwami(Chuntaro (voice)), Ami Koshimizu(Spider demon (Mother) (voice)), Kōki Miyata(Murata (voice)), Kouki Uchiyama(Rui (voice)), Shoutarou Morikubo(Spider demon (Elder brother) (voice)), Hisako Tojo(Kakushi (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
20 July 2019, 23:30
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